Lickity Split Log Cabin Supply List
Supplies available from: Adirondack Quilt Camp Sponsor/Vendor: Log Cabin Fabrics, Selkirk,
NY (518) 767-2040 www.logcabinfabrics.com
The pattern is written to finish 42” by 50”. The blocks finish at 8 1/2”. This is a great pattern
for using up your stash. Feel free to make more blocks and increase the finished size of the
quilt. If you choose to do that, the yardage required for the centers, inner borders, binding
and backing will change. I loved using up my scraps and making additional blocks.
PATTERN: Lickety Split Log Cabin by Jean Ann Wright, Cut Loose Press #CLPJAW004
GENERAL SUPPLIES:
Sewing machine, needles, pedal, and power cord, thread and bobbin
Cutting mat, ruler, rotary cutter with sharp blade - a cutting station will be set up in the
classroom
Creative Grids Log Cabin Trim Tool for 8” x 8” finished blocks #CGRJAW1
Pressing mat and iron - A pressing station will be set up in the classroom
Pins, shears, seam ripper
Extension Cord and/or power strip-you just can’t be sure what you will need
Fan-just in case it’s hot
FABRIC:
LOGS- JUST GRAB YOUR SCRAPS!!!
A variety of light prints for logs-assorted strips or 5 light fat quarters (or more) I used lots of
scraps.
Variety of dark prints for logs-assorted strips or 5 dark fat quarters (or more) I used lots of
scraps.
(If you have scraps, you need approximately 650” of light print strips and approximately 750”
of dark print strips, cut at least 1 3/4” wide. (Cutting the exact width is not necessary, the
fabric will be be trimmed as you construct the blocks.)
CENTERS, INNER BORDERS, AND BINDING: 1 yard (Center blocks: Cut 2-2 1/2 “ strips the
width of the fabric for the center log cabin squares. Sub cut into 20 - 2 1/2” squares.)
OUTER BORDER: 2/3 yard
BACKING
The pattern instructions indicate the backing is made from 9 fat quarters. However, 3 yards
may work fine. Less will be needed if your backing fabric is wider than 42”.

Please contact me if you have any questions. I look forward to seeing you.
Pat Osetek
phosetek@gmail.com

315-529-0514

